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WHERE DID "ROGER THAT" ORIGINATE?
Ever since the first aeroplane was created, communication between the pilot and
the ground staff has been a necessity. It is hard to imagine a pilot flying blind without any ground support and something that is not even remotely possible today.
December 17th, 1903 marks the first successful flight by the Wright brothers and
even they knew that communicating with the ground was an important aspect of the
flight. Radios were not present at the time so they used visual aids like coloured
paddles, signal flares, and even hand signs to communicate.
The communication with the ground is something we don’t give a second thought
to these days but that is not how it has always been. The first air-to-ground radio
communication used Morse code and since the pilots did not have the time to write
full sentences while flying the plane, they used short signals for effective communication and to save time.
In the time of these Morse code messages, one of the short signals was the letter
“R”, which was an abbreviation for “received”. The pilots just transmitted R in order to let the ground units know that they received the message. Now we are so used
to pilots saying “Roger That” that we don’t give it a second thought. Where did
these words come from and why do pilots all around the world say Roger That.
The answer lies in the letter R. When the technology moved past Morse code and
switched to voice operation there was no need to say R anymore when they could
simply say they received the instructions. However, all pilots were used to the letter
and “Roger” was used to replace it as it was the phonetic designation for the letter
R. “Roger” became the designation for R in 1927 as part of Continued page # 4...
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UNUSUAL OSCILLATIONS
On the morning of February 22 in Lofoten, Norway, a magnetic observatory picked up
unusually pure low-frequency waves rippling around the Arctic Circle.
Known as "pulsations continuous" (PC), these rare magnetic oscillations can energize
particles in our planet's magnetosphere, boosting the brightness of auroras. Indeed,
strong auroras are being seen right now in Scandinavia.
Visit today's edition of Spaceweather.com to learn what caused these PC waves and to
monitor the ongoing display. http://www.southgatearc.org/news/2018/february/
unusual-oscillations-in-earths-magnetic-field.htm?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%
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PREZ-SEZ
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Happy Spring? This weather has been a roller coaster lately! I hope everyone has been well and on the
nice days able to get out to enjoy the weather. Never too early to work on antenna maintenance. Only
three and a half months or so until Field Day! This year Our educational activity will be building
FOREST N1BBQ
clones of the antenna that Caid W1CX has for working satellites. It is a combination 2m/70cm beam
that is made out of aluminum arrows. If anyone is interested in making one to take home, let me know ahead of time,
we will need to make sure we have all the parts. I'm not sure on what the cost will be, I'll have that next month.
Reminder our next meeting will be the 13th of March at the Rutland City Police building on Wales Street in Rutland
City. If you can get in a little early, we will be at Denny's at 5 or so for the Rag Chew dinner...while chewing on real
food of course! Our tech class VE sessions will be the 19th of March. Anyone looking to take the Tech exam but is
not in the class or if you want to upgrade to General or Extra, just let Frank, or myself know so we can have the correct exams and VEC’s on hand in advance.
Thanks!

NEW FOR 2018
Get in the Chase! The objective of the
ARRL International Grid Chase is to work stations
on any band (except 60 meters) in as many different
Maidenhead grid squares as possible, and then upload
your log data to ARRL’s Logbook of The World

(LoTW).
http://www.arrl.org/international-grid-chase-2018

March/April 2018 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

05 MAR

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule
ANN MARY
will change, so listen for updates.
TR
02 APR
AB1CH
ANN MARY
TR
STEVE W1SFR
RC
09 APR
AB1CH

12 MAR

STEVE W1SFR

RC

16 APR

TR

19 MAR

ANN MARY
AB1CH

ANN MARY
AB1CH

TR

23 APR

STEVE W1SFR

RC

26 MAR

STEVE W1SFR

RC

30 APR

ANN MARY
AB1CH

TR
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRLESS
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March, HamCon Special.
Hearing reminiscences about HamCon at Milton while enjoying what’s left
h
t
at the Holiday Inn at Exit 14, I-89, in Burlington this Feb. 24, 2018 was intriguing. So many
e is
Her
older men but some women. RANV did well.
In Key Klick’s in 2008, there were 5 in the licensing class then and 5 passed their test. One was
KB1QAJ, Lorri Golin. Others Danica Stein, KB1QAI; Feodor Skira, KB1QAF; Kitt Hudson, KB1QAH; and
Brian Lynch KB1QAG. Each of these appears in the 2017 Amateur Radio Directory. Sales of the directory barely covered costs of producing it so no Directory in 2018.
GMWS has done a great service by annually providing the Technician licensing class with only the cost of the book.
In contrast, Mitch Stern, for a price, has provided a weekend of instruction usually resulting in passing the FCC exam.
ARRL District Manager Paul Gayet AA1SU was with my grand daughter and I as we each completed our Technician
exam. Paul had a very demanding job and I had been invited to do this by our son, Eric N1SRC, and I had a place to
visit and stay with family. Kristin AA1SK cooked breakfast and more.
In 2008 Vermont had its State Hazard Plan approved. Flood, fire, and public assistance accounted for so as to qualify
for mitigation funds.
Fast forward to 2018 at a Ham-Con forum. The topic of discussion was about Dominica (J7). An island republic, it is
part of the Windward Islands in the Lesser Antilles archipelago in the Caribbean Sea. The island lies south-southeast of
Guadeloupe and northwest of Martinique. We reminisced about how the island suffered in September 2017. Days after
it was hit by Hurricane Irma the Caribbean island was ravaged by Hurricane Maria, the most powerful storm in its history. Brian Machesney, K1LI/J75Y had vacationed there for ham radio DX’ing and SKUBA diving before. He knew
this place well. This Island lost everything. No power, telephone, fuel, support services, or food. They would not have
electricity until November. He raised $30,000 and got lots of donated ham radio equipment. He flew there in a Beechcraft twin-engine plane and enabled people to start communicating again. Part of the load was enough avgas to allow

FORMER NOVICE RETURNS TO HAM RADIO AFTER 55 YEARS
Alan Thompson got his Novice amateur radio license WV6ZHL when aged 11 in 1962 but let it lapse, 55 years later he
has returned to the hobby as AJ6AR .
The Mountain Democrat newspaper says: There were four ham radio license classes available in 1962, each with increasing privileges. The novice-class license was the first and an entry-level ticket to the world of ham radio. One of
Thompson’s first steps to get back into amateur radio was to join the local El Dorado County Amateur Radio Club
where he could meet other local hams and start catching up on current radio technology. After three months of online
study on sites like eHam.com and HamStudy.org, Thompson felt he was finally ready to pass the license exams. Thompson passed all three exams in one sitting, and earned an extra-class ticket, the highest Amateur Radio license available.
Read the full Mountain Democrat story at https://www.mtdemocrat.com/news/alan-thompson-is-still-a-ham/
Original Mountain Democrat story on Alan from 1962
http://www.alanthompson.com/files/ The_Mountain_Democrat_August_02_1962.pdf

.-- …. .- -/ -.. --- . …/ - …. .- -/ .- -.-. .-. --- -. -.-- --/ -- . .- -./ ..--..
…- -/ -.. .--. …/ -.. . -- …. …/ .-. .- -.-. . …/ /// …- . .-. -- --- .- -/ -.. . .--. .- .-. - -- . -. -/
… ..-./ .--. ..- -… .-.. .. -.-./ … . .-. …- .. -.-. .// -.. .. …- .. … --- -./ --- ..-./ . -- . .-. --. . -. -.-.
-.--/ -- .- -. .- --. . -- . -. -/ & …. --- -- . .-.. .- -. -../ … . -.-. ..- .-. .. - -.--// .-. .- -.. .. ---/ .- -- .- . ..- .-./ -.-. .. …- .. .-../ . -- . .-. --. . -. -.-. -.--/ … . .-. …- .. -.-. .//
http://vem.vermont.gov/sites/demhs/files/pdfs/races/RACES-Standard-Operating-Guidelines.pdf
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GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY MINUTES
13-February-2018 Regular meeting minutes
Rutland Police Community Room 108 Wales St.
Meeting called to order at 19:05 with 12 members present. Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room.
-Secretary Report Caid W1CX: No report

-Vice President Report Sam W1IBR: No report

-Treasurer Report Rick N1UF: We are solvent.

-President Report Forest N1BBQ: See new business

Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved.
-Technician class Class is going well. Students are all doing good. March 19th will be the VE session for all VE’s that would like
to attend.
-HamCon- February 24th at the Holiday Inn in South Burlington Forum schedule not yet available. Be on the lookout for the
email from W1SJ with the forum schedule. Or check the RANV website.
-Field Day!!!! Educational activity… antenna building? Elk copy, J-pole, 2M copper Yagi? Perhaps soldering?
-Ben, KC1HHE will bring the Cub Scout pack to field day.
-CVPS building on Grove street worth looking into for a possible meeting place/EOC. —- Meeting adjourned at 19:50
Roger that from pg #1
the first phonetic alphabet, developed by the International Telegraph Union. But why they didn’t use received
instead of “Roger?”
It was 1943 when the term became popular, and there is a logical explanation why. Not everyone spoke English
during World War II, and the term became part of the international aviation language.
The British and American military used the following phonetic alphabet during World War II:
“Able, Baker, Charlie, Dog, Easy, Fox, George, How, Item, Jig, King, Love, Mike, Nan, Oboe, Peter, Queen,
Roger, Sugar, Tare, Uncle, Victor, William, X-ray, Yoke, Zebra.” (Editor's Note: Steve Roberts, W1SFR, tells me
that he was taught CW in Pensacola, FL and at the school and subsequently in the field, they used this phonetic
alphabet instead of the one used today. He says it seemed "faster" in use when reporting critical information
over the nets signal intelligence nets) Today, “Romeo” is a part of the phonetic alphabet, which is adopted
worldwide:
“Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, Nvember, Oscar, Papa,
Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-Ray, Yankee, Zulu.”

DEFINITION of AZIMUTH: az·i·muth / ˈazəməTH / noun: Azimuth Wikipedia: An azimuth is an angular measurement in a spherical coordinate system. The vector from an observer (origin) to a
point of interest is projected perpendicularly onto a reference plane; the angle between the
projected vector and a reference vector on the reference plane is called the azimuth. An
example of azimuth is the angular direction of a star in the sky. The star is the point of interest, the reference plane is the local horizontal area (e.g. a circular area 5 km in radius
around an observer at sea level), and the reference vector points north. The azimuth is the
angle between the north vector and the star's vector on the horizontal plane.[1] Azimuth is
usually measured in degrees (°). The concept is used
in navigation, astronomy, engineering, mapping, mining, and ballistics.
In land navigation, azimuth is usually denoted alpha, α, and defined as a horizontal angle measured clockwise from a north base line or meridian. Azimuth has also been
more generally defined as a horizontal angle measured clockwise from any fixed reference
plane or easily established base direction line. See page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Azimuth
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VERMONT DPS DEMHS RACES INFORMATION
This e-mail serves to provide information on a recent meeting I had with all Vermont hospital emergency managers. The purpose
of the meeting was to provide information about the RACES program and how the program can support hospital communications
during times of crisis. This meeting was an opportunity to begin the steps to once again conduct regular communications drills
similar to what was done a few years ago. Though I did not specifically ask, I suspect there have been changes in personnel at some
hospitals and as a result, there is a need to re-introduce the benefits and capabilities of the RACES program.
The presentation consisted of what the RACES program is, how it can assist hospitals and how hospitals can support the RACES
program. The presentation was well received. Following the presentation, we discussed what the next steps are. It was agreed by
all hospital emergency managers these next steps include:
1.Conduct an assessment of the current radio capabilities at each hospital
2.Identify if the equipment is working properly
3.Test equipment
Participate in exercises
At the conclusion of the meeting the following was discussed:
1.The hospital emergency managers have asked for assistance with the assessment of their equipment by RACES members.
2.They have also asked for a listing of RACES members who reside near the hospitals. They have asked if the emergency planners
can reach out to the RACES members directly. I have provided this listing to the chair of the hospital emergency manager meeting,
who in turn will share with the hospital emergency managers across Vermont.
3.They have asked that I too send an e-mail to RACES members asking for support in the assessment. That is the purpose of this email and I am hoping that if contacted, you can help support with this assessment. In doing so, this will not only help with identifying the status of the communications equipment, but to introduce RACES members to hospital counterparts.
The hospital emergency planners have asked for what the assessment should consist of. I provided the attached document. When
conducting the assessment, please have all Asset numbers and Serial numbers listed in the comments section.
Once the assessment is complete, please submit to Brett LaRose at brett.Larose@vermont.gov. The results will be shared with
the hospital emergency planners. Feel free to have the hospital emergency planners retain a copy as well. This is the first step forward to begin conducting regular drills again at hospital facilities.
On behalf of all the hospitals throughout Vermont, the Vermont Department of Health and Vermont Emergency Management, I
want to thank you for your support of this endeavor.

OLDER HAMS AND YOUNGER HAMS AT VT HAM-CON 2018
Our friend Jeff, N1YTY sent this picture along and wondered, “The only person I know
in this picture is Forest Immel, president of GMWS at HamCon 2018, Burlington, February 24. Perhaps Forest could do the L to R standing? Jeff N1YTY

EXPANDED

HF PRIVILEGES FOR TECHNICIANS

Lights Over Lapland

ARRL has asked the FCC to expand HF privileges for Technician licensees to include limited
phone privileges on 75, 40, and 15 meters, plus RTTY and digital mode privileges on 80, 40, 15,
and 10 meters.
The FCC has not yet invited public comment on the proposals, which stem from recommendations put forth by the ARRL Board of Directors’ Entry-Level License Committee,
which explored various initiatives and gauged member opinions in 2016 and 2017.
“This action will enhance the available license operating privileges in what has become the principal entry-level license class in the Amateur Service,” ARRL said in its
Petition. “It will attract more newcomers to Amateur Radio, it will result in increased
retention of licensees who hold Technician Class licenses, and it will provide an improved incentive for entry-level licensees to increase technical self-training and pursue
higher license class achievement and development of communications skills.”
Specifically, ARRL proposes to provide Technician licensees, present and future,
Has excitedly to announce that they now
with phone privileges at 3.900 to 4.000 MHz, 7.225 to 7.300 MHz, and 21.350 to
have TWO aurora webcams covering nearly
21.450 MHz, plus RTTY and digital privileges in current Technician allocations on 80,
a 200° view of Abisko National Park in
40, 15, and 10 meters. The ARRL petition points out the explosion in popularity of variSweden! Watch the auroras dance live, all
ous digital modes over the past 2 decades. Under the ARRL plan, the maximum HF
power level for Technician operators would remain at 200 W PEP.
season long here.
https://lightsoverlapland.com/webcams/
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NEWS FROM RACES & JESSICA KB1NBO
Dear Fellow RACES member: (Ed note: or anyone interested in joining RACES)
I am contacting you because on the October RACES survey, you indicated interest in the publicity aspect of RACES.
In December, Jason Gosselin asked if I would help put together a publicity committee. Are you interested in being
part of such a committee? Below are some of the ideas that have come up, so if you are interested in helping get
the word out about RACES, please drop me a line and let me know what you, personally are interested in doing, either individually or as part of a small group.
Thank you, and I look forward to hearing from you. 73, Jessica KB1NBO
Some of the things we brainstormed doing were:
Creating a “canned” presentation, including a PowerPoint, for information purposes, for community groups and a
general audience.
Creating a presentation including a PowerPoint, for recruitment purposes, to be presented to groups of hams, or
potential hams.
Encourage people to become hams. Teach local Scouts to earn their Radio Badge.
Encouraging people to become licensed hams (including Scouts) Writing news releases for the papers about RACES
activities.
Taking the initiative to speak, or make presentations, to groups about RACES.
Below are more ideas contributed by Jane English: KD6PCE:
create a PowerPoint presentation we can offer to clubs
talk to program chairs of various clubs
solicit from current RACES members their thoughts on, “Why belong to RACES” and use these in the powerpoint
find out from current RACES members which clubs they belong to and/or are active in, and include these members
in giving a presentation to their clubs
create for the clubs an announcement blurb they can use to publicize the RACES presentation to their club
create an article on Vermont RACES that we can offer to club newsletter editors — include a couple of images —
RACES logo, RACES in action, etc.
find out about the current status of ARES in Vermont — acknowledge the past turf wars between RACES and
ARES and let people know we have moved beyond that and now work together in a complementary fashion
find any photos we have of RACES in action in Vermont and use these in the powerpoint — and not just pix of old
guys sitting holding a microphone in front of some radio equipment
create an interesting new-member/recruitment page on the VT RACES website
anecdotes from RACES members about experiences as RACES members — activations, training, exercises, etc. —
use these in the powering and the web page
give info on various ways to participate in RACES — variety of skills and technical capabilities are all useful
in all these hold a balance of technical and organizational info with the human element — the satisfactions and
learning that come with being a RACES member.
ask current RACES members what attracted them to RACES and use these ideas in our outreach — powerpoint,
articles, web page
Jessica Noyes P.O. Box 112, Marshfield, VT 05658; 802.426.3671

1999 DX-PEDITION

TO

CAMPBELL ISLAND

As you read in the meeting minutes from the GMWS January report, we were
treated to a video about a DXpedition to Campbell Island. This is a picture of
the QSL card they sent to contacts.
Located within the Southern Ocean's "furious fifties", Campbell Island is New
Zealand's coldest, and most remote Sub-Antarctic outpost. Originally home to
a weather station, the island is now uninhabited and designated by New Zealand as a protected nature reserve. This video details the famous 1999 DXpedition, the Island's amazing collection of wildlife, and her fascinating history of
occupation and abandonment. You can watch the video at: https://
vimeo.com/121857792. Ed: AB1CH
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ANNOUNCING THE AMP-25 SERIES
Posted 23FEB2018 in : QRZ VHF
We are excited to introduce our brand-new AMP-25 amplifiers!
The AMP-25 series do more than just amplify a signal, they also purify
your signal as it passes through! We are also thrilled to present a whole
new way to connect with amplifiers, allowing you to use a handheld mic
and built-in speaker – just as if it were a mobile or base radio (but at a
significantly lower cost).
An intelligent handheld radio companion: A new and easy way to get the most from your radio, this is not your
grandpa’s amplifier. Output of 20-40W (from 2-6W input). It works with most FM analog and digital modes (even
including DMR!)
Transmit a cleaner output signal produced by your handheld radio.
Multiple ways to connect and use your handheld from a vehicle (or field) environment – without programming a duplicate radio.
What is it?
The BTECH AMP-V25 amplifier is a portable, lightweight, wide coverage RF power amplifier for handheld radio
equipment and is equally capable of amplifying both analog and digital signals. Pair it with the UT-72 Antenna for easy
installation to your vehicle, or connect to another VHF base, mobile, or field antenna.
Supported Amplification Modes :The AMP-V25 operates from 136-174 MHz and can be used for analog FM, P25
Phase 1, C4FM (System Fusion), NXDN, IDAS, dPMR, and MPT1327 modes. The AMP-V25 supports out-of-band
transmitting, while the amplifier is turned off, allowing you to quickly transmit on a UHF signal without disconnecting
Copied from: http://qrznow.com/announcing-the-amp-25-series Posted 23FEB2018 in : QRZ VHF

FREE AZIMUTHAL MAPS BY NS6T
Go to the web site ( https://ns6t.net/azimuth/azimuth.html ) Use this form to create an azimuthal map for any location on the globe. You can customize the map in
a variety of ways by changing the options in the web form. The location can be a
latitude, longitude, a Maidenhead grid square, or a city name (e.g., "51.504572,0.268225", "IO91um", or "Chicago, IL"). You can indicate North and East coordinates by using a positive number or by adding "N" or "E" after the number. For
South and West, you can indicate these with a negative number or by adding "S"
or "W" after the number. A Maidenhead grid specification must have two upper case letters followed by two
digits and then optionally two lower case letters. For big cities, you can enter just the city name. For other
cities, enter the city and state for US cities and otherwise the city and country. The distance is in kilometers.
More information on the program is available.
You can also help by giving this site a high rating on eHam.net or dxzone.com. The names, locations, and
populations of non-US cities were provided by The World Gazetteer. If you have suggestions for improvements or constructive feedback, please leave a comment on the blog.
Congratulations: Currently taking the Technician Class, Scott Wallett decided to take his
Technician Class early while at the RANV Ham-Con. He was granted callsign KC1JCQ. We have
already heard Scott on “045.” Wishing you great fun with your new hobby!

.- --.. .. -- ..- - ….
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UPCOMING CONTESTS MAR THRU NOV
March 2018
3-4
International DX– Phone

April 2018
15
Rookie Roundup – Phone

June 2018
9-11 June VHF
16
Kids Day
23-24 Field Day
August 2018
4-5 222 MHz and Up Distance C
18-19 10 GHz & Up – Round 1
19
Rookie Roundup – RTTY
October 2018
15-19 School Club Roundup
27-28 EME - 50 to 1296 MHz

July 2018
14-15 IARU HF World Cham
pionship

Passover MAR31

MARCH 2018

MARK YOUR CALENDAR ~NETS:
EVERY MONDAY:
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(BANDS PERMITTING
EVERY DAY:
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ,
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM

7:30 PM

September 2018
8-10 September VHF
15-16 10 GHz&Up Round 2
EVERY SUNDAY:
29-30 EME - 2.3 GHz & Up
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
November 2018
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
3-5
Nov. Sweepstakes – CW
(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
17-19 Nov. Sweepstakes Phone
24-25 EME - 50 to 1296 z
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
11/30-12/2 160 Meter
BURLINGTON AREA VE RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454
GMWS 16MAR/16 RC, MERCHANTS ROW RUTLAND
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY
RUTLAND CITY
WALES ST,

March 17th

MANY THANKS TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS!!
JEFF, N1YTY; STEVE, W1SFR; FOREST, N1BBQ;
CAID, W1CX; FRANK W1AD,
PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
March 11

KEY KLIX: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY MARCH 2018
NOW ON FACEBOOK ….

MAR13 6:30 PM @
POLICE, 108
RUTLAND VT

